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Abstract. The paper presents one of approaches to the real time clustering of
the high dimensional data by modification of the Projective Adaptive
Resonance Theory (PART) named as PART with buffers (BPART). PART is
designed for the high dimensional data clustering, but the clustering accurancy
depends on optimal parameters setting and on the appropriate order of input
patterns. The modified model of PART with buffers eliminates these
dependecies, so this neural network is suitable for real time clustering in the
high dimensional data space.
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1 Introduction to PART
The neural networks belong to the versatile tools suitable for solving tasks of data
classification and clustering or for process prediction [3, 4, 5, 10]. They found the
application in areas where it is necessary to process of inaccurate data, such as various
forms of the word, variety of occurrences of keywords, changed shapes and sizes of
images and the like.
Recently, in the tasks of high dimensional data clustering was applied a relatively
new neural network with learning without the teacher PART (Projective Adaptive
Resonance Theory) [2, 3]. PART is based on an alghoritm PROCLUS (Projective
Clustering) [1] and ART (Adaptive Resonance Theory) [4].
PART solves the main problems of PROCLUS and others clustering algorithms,
for example, at the beginning of clustering must be known overall number of clusters
[1, 5, 10, 12], the clustering accurancy depends on optimal parameters setting or on
the order of input patterns as well as the computational complexity that increases with
the volume of processed data. However, in applications with real data clustering is
very often not known in advance the number of clusters or the multiplicity of patterns
in these clusters.
The essential characteristic of the PART is the ability to switch between plastic and
stable mode without information loss. Another important feature of this neural
network is projective clustering. The projective clustering allows to find such clusters
which are sufficiently closely linked to the corresponding subset of dimensions.

The PART neural network consists of an input, so-called comparative layer F1 and
output, so-called clustering layer F2 (Fig. 1). Neurons in the comparative layer F1, are
denoted as Ui. Neurons in the clustering layer F2, are denoted as Vj. The activation
values of neurons in the comparative layer F1 are denoted as xi, where i = 1 … m is an
index of a neuron in the input layer F1. The activation values of neurons in the
clustering layer F2 are denoted as yj, where j = 1 … n is an index of a neuron in the
output layer F2. Neural connections between layers F1 and F2 are defined by the
bottom-up wij and top-down zji weights. The neuron in the clustering layer F2 is
referred as committed, if there was learned some input pattern according to committed
neuron in the recognition phase of processing. Otherwise, the neuron is
noncommitted. Only the committed neurons accept signals from the F1 layer in the
comparative phase.

Fig. 1. The structure of PART

In the PART neural network layer F1 selectively sends signals to neurons of F2
layer. In other words, the neuron in the layer F1 may be active to a certain neuron in
the layer F2, but inactive to the other neurons from layer F2.
The main difference between the PART and ART is in introducing of the selective
output signal h, which is a function of the output signaling function f1(xi) and topdown weights zji. Neurons in layer F1 must be linked with neurons in layer F2 with
using a similarity test between top-down weights and the value of the function f1(xi)
generated in a neuron Ui [2, 3, 7, 8, 11]:
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where  is a threshold value of bottom-up weights and  is a distance parameter. Just
this similarity test plays the key role in the PART clustering of the high dimensional
data.

2 PART with buffers for real time clustering
Traditional clustering algorithms fail by processing of high dimensional data in the
large databases [5, 10, 12]. PART neural network is designed precisely to create
clusters in high dimensional data space. However, the practice has been verified that
the PART clustering accuracy depends on optimal parameters setting and on the
appropriate order of input patterns. Mentioned deficiencies inhibit PART networks in
their application, e.g. data processing in real-time systems such as banking,
reservation systems, biological networks, multimedia and so on. In these systems, it is
required that the data processing was carried out in the shortest possible time without
loss of time caused by parameters setting or by structure setting of the neural network.
The PART with buffers (BPART) enables data clustering in real time [9]. This
model includes a mechanism that prevents the data clustering to a single cluster
through the vigilance parameter ρ and function avgj (Fig. 2). The function avgj reflects
to the average degree of similarity between the winning neuron and corresponding
cluster. Thanks avgj and ρ, the BPART can successfully cluster the similar but noisy
data using sub-optimal parameters of the neural network. The buffered control
process can additionally manage large amounts of data in the input data sets through a
small buffer space. The BPART contains the following additions in comparison to the
original model of PART:
1. The storage manager controls the selection of the winner neuron. If the
similarity of the patterns is less than the vigilance parameter ρ and at the same
time greater than the average similarity avgj, the pattern is assigned to the
cluster Cj.
2. If the input pattern is assigned to the cluster Cj, the degree of avgj similarity is
recalculated. Otherwise it remains integrated into the buffer and the resonance
process is continuing to seek a new winner neuron.
3. The buffer control mechanism dynamically controls the degree of similarity
between patterns stored in the buffer and the average degree of similarity avgj
in cluster Cj. If the degree of similarity is greater than or equal to avgj, the
pattern is moved from the buffer to the corresponding cluster. In the case of
buffer overflow the patterns with the minimum value of avgj are automatically
moved to the outlier cluster.

Fig. 2 PART with buffers

When a suitable candidate is looking for winning neuron then the degree of
similarity between pattern and committed neuron must be greater than or equal to
avgj. It is dynamically calculated by equation
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where nj is the current number of patterns in the j-th cluster, t is time, q is the degree
of similarity between each input vector and the expected winner neuron vj. This
means that a stable value avgj reflects to the maximum number of projective
dimensions associated with a particular cluster even with suboptimal vigilance
parameter ρ.
According to [9], a series of experiments was carried out with BPART, which
showed that in any regrouping of the input patterns it was achieved the same result. In
the case of the original PART were the results different. This proves that BPART is
invariant to the change of the order of input patterns. The experimental results also
confirmed that there is no need to look for the optimal value of the vigilance
parameter ρ.

3 Conclusion
The experiments aimed to real time clustering of high dimensional data by PART
confirmed that the original model PART published by Cao and Wu needs to be
modified. Modification can be realized by adding a new layer, by changing the
learning top-down and bottom-up weights or by applying one of the known statistical
methods or metrics. The choice of the modification method depends on the type and
characteristics of the high dimensional data.
The basic idea of real time data clustering by BPART described in this paper
consists of adding a buffer with its own management to the original PART structure.
Thanks for the average similarity avgj and vigilance parameter ρ, the BPART can
cluster with the required accuracy the similar but noisy data using sub-optimal
parameters of the neural network.
In conclusion, the above advantages of BPART predetermine this neural network
for clustering and classification of high dimensional data in various types of
applications.
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